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News from Adventure Racing World Champ's - 06 Oct 09
 

As some of you may not know team Cyanosis’s Nicholas Mulder, Debbie Gerrand, Ryno Griesel & Clinton Mackintosh...

will be heading to Portugal to compete in the 2009 ARWC. 

 

This edition of XPD Portugal is host for the 2009 Adventure Racing World Championships and is already gearing up to be the

biggest Adventure Race to date in Europe with a distance of 906km.  The race format is again that of “risk and reward” with

teams having to collect mandatory CP’s along what has been described as a very challenging route and for those teams

wanting to finish high up in the rankings the teams will have to collect as many OP’s as possible without losing mandatory

CP’s or missing cut off’s.   Cyanosis have previously competed in the 2007 & 2008 editions of XPD Portugal with ARWC in

mind.  The team finished 5th in both previous editions and with a hard lesson learnt in the 2008 edition slipping from 2nd to

5th in the penultimate stage due to missing a cut off. Alexandre (Portugal XPD Race Director) summed it up well in a press

interview where he commented “GREED, ONE OF THE SEVEN DEADLY SINS”

Cyanosis will be leaving for XPD Portugal in under a month and will be supported by Alex Pope and Liz Mulder during the

race.  Alex will be posting regular twitter posts on the teams web site so please visit www.teamcyanosis.co.za regularly for

the teams progress.           

Here is the latest press release that was sent out to the media and to the teams this past weekend.  We will be posting the

race schematic on our site as well as the race details, you will see that this race is like no other.  The race is incredibly well

planned with a lot of information for the teams to digest in order for teams to properly “manage” their race strategy as the

team that best manages their race will take the win.   

By Alexandre Guedes da Silva

Lusitanea landscape is beautiful, the terrain is tricky and in some parts physically demanding, in others it's a complete

“nightmare” and teams resilience will be tested to the limits. However, the organizers designed the race to allow all the

Teams to reach the finish line and enjoy the journey over the Land of Light. For the winners they promise the challenge of

the year, with a very demanding course with increasing difficulty towards the end. This difficulties varies along the way from

Physical at the beginning to Technical at the end. A strong fight all over the race is predicted by the organizers with TOP

places varying depending on the strategy for the Bonus Check Points (CP's) collection and for the rest stops.

Like in the previous editions of Estoril Portugal XPD the race was designed to offer the racers the best available territory for

Adventure Race in the Lusitanea area and to help everybody to discover many of Portugal natural and cultural heritage,

ranging from the Jurassic era to the Paleolithic, Roman, Arabic, Medieval and Modern times. This edition will have CP's in

Dinosaurs Monuments, in Stone Age Sanctuaries, in Roman Gold Mines, in Moorish Fortresses, in Templar strongholds, in

Medieval Bridges, Churches and Castles and in the new Wind Power Generators.

Wild life will surround teams all over the territory; they will paddle with eagles and vultures, biking with wild boars and bulls,

hiking with deer and snakes which will make this expedition really natural. The race will pass many Natural Parks and

protected areas which implies an “eco friendly” attitude from the racers and organizers to minimize any negative impacts to

the ecosystems.

Again the main question all teams should address in this race is Management: How can we manage to do it all? The race is

planned to give the “trophy” to the faultless options; thus good judgment, focus and teamwork will be decisive to overcome

the challenges of the course. Sleep and rest stops will be crucial to assure good judgment in route choice and strategic

decisions.

The weather conditions are also a crucial factor which was taken in consideration for the route layout. For instance, sunny

days will speed teams in some places and almost dehydrate them in others; this implies the need of a careful choice and

decision in all occasions, especially in the mountains. Fortunately, teams will find always simple solutions, like small country

roads which will speed you up to the next Transition Area (the cut offs with shortcuts are an example of that principle).

The equipment requirements are balanced between safety and comfort and the organization will not force teams to carry

heavy packs unless it will be strictly necessary. Climbing gear and wet suits will be carried just in the sections required and

they will be picked and dropped in specific places all along the way. The recommended places to sleep are the Assistance

Areas but many comfortable places can be found all along the way, namely in some of the transition zones. For the meals

the organizers recommend to explore the flavors of the Portuguese “cuisine” as teams will cross many small villages with

typical taverns and pastry shops.

Most important at this time is to prepare for the challenge and after analyzing the data presented in the ARWC Portugal

2009 Provisional Technical Data Sheet, one can find all the results extracted from the organizers visit trips and testing.

The average speed estimated for the whole race is 8,4 km/h, which in their opinion allows any of the top World Teams to

complete the full race (CP's and bonus CP's), nevertheless the technicalities involved in navigation, particularly at night, will

require acute precision and focus, which implies the teams would need to rest several times along the way to minimize the

errors. Because time management is so crucial, there will be some compulsory stops to allow some race protocols regarding

Sport Ident data collection, Press Flash Interviews, GPS System downloads and battery check and Medical Checks.
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